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Editorial
by Lance Ruck President and David Mussey Secatary Treasurer

From the Secretary-Treasurer

Welcome again to the Lancer, Knights of the Roundtable,
newsletter. I’d like to thank everyone who participated in the
program to help the families of the MDL lost on 7 November
2003 in Iraq. We were able to collect and distribute $1,000 to
each of the three families with children. It is a very proud
thing that the Lancer Association was able to help.
This year we have all been invited to attend a Welcome
Home for the MDLs at Ft. Campbell on the weekend of 14-16
May. I hope that many of you who can will be there. More
info on this is in the newsletter.

We are also hoping for another big Lancer turnout at the
101st Abn Association reunion in Hampton, VA on 4-8 August.
The Lancer dinner has not yet been set up but we will send a
separate mailing to those planning on attending the reunion
as soon as possible. So, if you are planning on attending the
reunion in Hampton, please notify one of the Lancer
Association officers that you’ll be there. Those of you with
computers can access the 101st Association website at: http:/
/www.screamingeagle.org/59thAnnualReunion/
HamptonReunion2004.htm for more info.

The Lancer fund is, as of 20 March, at $1,631.19 with $25.00
in checks to be deposited. I wish to thank all who have made
contributions to the fund over this last quarter. It has helped
plus up the fund for the newsletters and other projects.

Looking forward to seeing many of you at Ft Campbell in
May or the reunion in Hampton.

Dave Mussey

President’s Message

Well, 2004 came quickly and after the tragedy of November
7, 2003, our prayers were answered and the MDL returned
home in February without another incident of injury or
death.  We are looking forward to the May 14th MDL
Homecoming at Ft. Campbell and you can find information
on who is currently signed up to attend within this
newsletter. As Dave has addressed Hampton in his column, I
would only remind all of the VHPA in Dallas the first week of
July. I will be there with my family and may also spend a few
days at the Lake outside Austin (Another Lake Party?). You
can link to all pertinent reunions at the Lancer Homepage.

The Yahoo Group continues to hover around 80 members
and we do have at least 3 MDL’s in the group currently and
all are invited to join if they wish.  Steve Crimm, our web
server host (Lancer 43),  recently advised all of where the
hits on our Lancer Homepage come from and despite my
inability to interpret the 3 or 4 pages of technical data and
bar graphs, it appears people all over the world are visiting
our site in fairly respectable numbers. Ah . . . , always a good
idea for the members to view the site on a regular basis also
and contribute something if you wish?

While several of our members are achieving some success
with their VA claims, mine have all been denied for various
reasons. I thought I might want to appeal them but am
having second thoughts as I never really thought I had viable
claims in the first place and believe they have given
reasonable  declinations based upon the medical evidence
available.  However, don’t be deterred from filing if you
believe you have a claim. I am in the Agent Orange registry
now just in case I began having future problems with any of
the problems currently attributable to agent orange.

Dave has mentioned the Lancer Association Fund is in good
shape and I also want to personally thank all those who have
made contributions in the past and encourage each of you
who can afford it to make a small contribution yearly. Other
than that, just communicate, send some pictures, tell a war
story, hang in there,   ALWAYS have a nice day, and
ATTEND A REUNION IN 2004!

Lanny Ruck - Lancer 13
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Mail Call
Comments from our readers.

Calendar for sale $8
MDL PJPittman is selling this
very nice calendar. The photos
alone are worth the eight dollars.
There are three photos of MDL
Blackhawks.

contact info:
PJ Pittman
220 Ellis Park
Lexington, KY 40516

Ph 859 351-9157
e-mail kpaulpitt@aol.com
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News
From your fellow Lancers.

Department of Veteran’s Affairs
****Update*****
http://www.va.gov/kids/
Webmaster: Staff
Reviewed by David Mussey

The VA website, I reviewed several issues back, has added a
new section worth an updated review. They now have an
independent area for kids. It is very informative and will help
kids understand what a veteran is and also instill patriotic
values.

The site is broken down into three different areas, a K-5th

grade section, a 6-12th grade section and a teacher’s section.

The younger kids’ section includes areas that have facts
about veterans, games and activities, info about the
American flag and links to similar kids pages at other
government agencies. I looked at several of the areas and
noted that all the info and activities are age appropriate for
this group and I was impressed with some of the activities.
For example, there are about twelve patriotic pictures that
can be colored online where the coloring activity fills-in
selected areas with colors chosen. The end result is a very
neat looking picture.

The older kids’ section also has a games area  but geared to
older kids abilities. In the example above on the coloring
section, the older kids can color in some pictures as well but
with a pen tip that allows for freehand use. Keeping in the
lines here is a bigger challenge as I found out. Additional
areas here include info about the VA itself, a large resource
and links section and info on how to volunteer to help with
VA programs. There is also info about how to obtain
scholarships.

Finally, the teacher section has a very good resource guide
that can be used by teachers and parents alike. This section
has some excellent info on the history of veterans and all the
things meaningful to them. It also explains how to get guest
speakers for your class or scout troop. It contains sections
on the origins of “Taps” and even the POW/MIA flag.

This site is a great resource for parents and grandparents
alike who want to help the younger crowd better understand
veterans and what we are all about.

The Web
Interesting links and web page reviews.

Flight,
I just heard from Elaine Dorris, Mike’s wife, who many of
you met last year in Reno. I’m sorry to report that Elaine
told me Mike passed away on the 28th of February.
Apparently, he had an aneurysm which caused him to go
into cardiac arrest.

We did not have an email contact for Mike but Elaine’s info is
still current in the directory

Walt W., please add Mike to our Wall of Honor on the
website.
Thanks,
Dave

Mike was with me in the Lancers. He’d won a Silver Star
before I was infused to the Lancers and while I was there he
was in another crash that flipped the ship while letting
Vietnamese soldiers out the right side on a hillside (one of
the Packs walked into the main rotor) which burned to ashes
and sent his door gunner home with a badly smashed face.
We used the M-60 off the ship over the door to our Hooch
over the motto...”Any landing you walk away from is a good
landing”.

Mike had a permanent smile and great attitude and I
searched the internet for him to no avail. Glad I finally found
him in Reno last year (he didn’t remember me), I have some
photos of Mike that I will send to Elaine. He was a great guy.
Reggie Kenner

On my return  from B/158th, Vietnam, 3/70, I had the
pleasure of sharing an apartment with Mike Dorris,
Randy Gillium and Gene Parks. Times were good and beer
was plenty.  Mike, you will be remembered forever and
we will meet again.
Don Foster

Elaine and Mike Dorris
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Book Reviews

Secret Soldiers
by Philip Gerard 400 pages
Plume Books $15.00
Review by David Mussey

They were known as Special Troops, a group of
artists, actors, electronics experts and writers who
waged a different kind of war against Nazi Germany
during World War II. These men carried on a war of
deception to help the allies win their battles.

Secret Soldiers is a book about how the talents of
these special troops were applied to the various ways
in which the Allied Armies used deception on the
battlefield to fool the German high command into
making decisions based on false intelligence and
losing the momentum at key points during the war
in Europe. Most of the book is easy reading and will
keep you captivated, however, there are a couple of
slow chapters in the beginning that use too much
detail. But if you are an avid reader of WW II
history, this is well worth the read. Some of the
people in the book seem to be right out of novels,
including a LTC that preferred wearing sneakers to
combat boots.

So if you’re looking for a good read on how war is
waged in a non-traditional way, you’ll enjoy Secret
Soldiers.

Secret Commandos
by John L. Plaster

Flight,

I received a note from John L. Plaster regards his new book
due out mid May 2004. He indicated that the photo of the
Lancer aircraft with the CCN team on the ladder would be
included with mention of the 158th’s support of CCN.

Gary W.
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On the Ground
Stories, history and tactics of the ground troops.

History of the 101st during the Lancer
period Part XIII
Reprinted with permission from:
101st Airborne Division Screaming Eagles
Turner Publishing Company

On May 12th, Charlie Company, under the command of
Captain Robert L.  Acklen, Jr., discovered a large weapon’s
cache containing 760 small arms, 65 crew-served weapons,
over one hundred 57mm recoilless rifle rounds, two hundred
twenty two B-40 rounds, twenty 75mm rounds, five hundred
twenty-five 82mm mortar rounds, over 8100 rounds of small
arms ammunitions, 155 pairs of NVA binoculars, and over
one thousand hand grenades and assorted mines.  The total
amount of captured enemy weapons, munitions and
equipment from the operation included vast amounts of food
and medical supplies,13 mortar tubes, two .51 cal.  machine
guns, 101 SKS rifles, 55 Chi Com submachine guns, 10
Soviet heavy machine guns, 12 Walther 9mm automatic
pistols, 122 Soviet 7.62 automatic pistols, and over 800 other
small arms and crew served weapons.  An entire field
hospital was captured intact.  Two U.S. radios and a starlight
scope were also recovered.

In twelve short days, task force 3/506 had destroyed what it
had taken the enemy four long years to build.  The enemy
lost 80 killed by actual body count with blood trails and body
parts indicating much heavier casualties.  Caught by
surprise, the NVA had been unable to remove their large
stores of food, weapons and munitions.  It would teach them
a valuable lesson — — their cross-border sanctuaries were
no longer  inviolate.  Their fixed costs to conduct war had
risen.

In the face of heavy tropical monsoon rains, Task Force 3/
506 redeployed from Cambodia to FSB. Wildcat inside South
Vietnam, and immediately began operation WAYNE
JUMPER.  Two days later, on May 18th, the 3/506 was
airlifted to Plei Djereng.  Over the next two months, the
Battalion participated in a series of short operations which
saw them move around the II Corps and III Corps tactical
zones like pawns on a chessboard.  There was no significant
action during any of these operations.  After spending two
fruitless days at Plei Djereng, on May 20th, the battalion
moved by truck transport to Ban Me Thuot for operation
BYRON MOORE, a road clearing mission along QL 21 that
lasted 20 days.  Local enemy forces avoided contact.

Released from BYRON MOORE on June 8th, Task Force 3/
506 was airlifted to An Khe where it went into an 8-day
refitting and retraining cycle prior to beginning operation
HANCOCK MACE.  The battalion was airlifted to Song Mao
and then combat assaulted into its AO on June 20th at the

start of HANCOCK MACE.  The operation lasted for two
weeks and turned out to be another “dry hole.”  The next
stop was to Phan Thiet where the battalion immediately
combat assaulted into Military Region 6 for operation
HANCOCK GOLD.

Starting on the 4th of July, HANCOCK GOLD would finally
produce a little action, not much, but enough to keep the
Currahees from rusting solid.  On July 9th, the Recon 3/506
was hit by a command detonated claymore mine and small
arms fire, suffering four killed and four wounded.  They
called in air strikes on the enemy positions with unknown
results.  On July 10th, Delta Co. troopers located and
destroyed 45-50 abandoned enemy bunkers.  On July 12, a
platoon from Bravo Co. ran into a pair of VC and killed one
of them before he could get away.  Two days later, a platoon
OP from Delta Co. opened up on three enemy soldiers
approaching their position and killed one.  The enemy
avoided any further contact with the 3/506 troopers for the
next seven days and the operation was terminated on July
21, 1970.  The final operation for the 101st’s “bastard
battalion” was Operation JACK.  The battalion was
transported by convoy from An Khe to Tuy Phuoc District
and inserted by truck into their new AO.  The operation
turned out to be just another “walk in the woods,” and
produced no combat activity.  With things quiet for the 3/506
troopers in II Corps and III Corps tactical zones the
Currahee battalion was ordered to move north to be join its
parent division.  Things were once again beginning to heat
up in the mountains around the A Shau Valley, and the return
to the 101st Airborne Division of its missing battalion would
go all long way toward strengthening the combat capability
of the division and stemming the tide of the NVA infiltration
into the populated areas around Hue-Phu Bai.  The 3/506
dejectedly began preparations for the move, beginning the
actual deployment on August 20th.  It would be a week later
before the battalion with all of its support units would arrive
at Phu Bai.  On their arrival at hot and dusty Phu Bai, the 3/
506 troopers immediately longed for their old stomping
grounds to the south.  They had developed a great sense of
independence in their three years of operating on their own.
But they soon accepted the fact they would benefit from the
added support that came with being part of a division sized
unit.  The battalion was informed that it was to become a
part of division’s 2nd Brigade, with its base camp located on
the southeast border of the Phu Bai combat base — the old
2nd Brigade standdown area.  On August 29, Delta Co. was
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airlifted into the previously abandoned FSB. Brick.  As soon
as Delta troopers consolidated, they walked off the far base
to begin patrolling in the immediate vicinity has Bravo Co.
landed behind them to provide security for the arriving
engineers from the 326th Engineer Battalion.  Fire Base
Brick, overlooking the lower Song Ta Tracht — Perfume
River — and the infamous NVA stronghold — Leech Island,
had been abandoned by the ARVN’s three months earlier.  It
would now serve as a forward operational base for the
battalion.  But midafternoon on the same day, Delta battery
320th artillery had arrived and set up its 105mm howitzers.
Echo and Alpha companies had been airlifted in and had
moved off the hill, patrolling south and west, respectively.
The next day Delta Co. 3/506, sweeping boldly through the
heavily vegetated foothills of the Chaine Annamatique, foiled
an NVA ambush, killing two enemy soldiers and capturing a
pair of AK-47s.

On Sept. 17th, battalion elements air assaulted into
mountains 10 klicks to the southeast and opened up FSB
Pistol.  Two days later, patrols from the 3/506 were probing
deep into old enemy strongholds in the dangerous Elephant
and the Ruong Ruong valleys.  After conducting sweep
operations around FSB Pistol for nearly three weeks, the
battalion returned to its rear area at Phu Bai for rest,
refresher training and equipment overhaul.  From Oct. 13-
31, the battalion was OPCON to the 1st Brigade and began to
conduct patrol operations into the mountainous area around
Fire Base Birmingham.  Deteriorating monsoon weather
patterns soon terminated the operation and kept contact with
the enemy at minimum.  From November 1-24, the battalion
operated in the vicinity of FSB. Arsenal, after once again
returning to operational control of the 2nd Brigade.
Continued bad weather resulted in light contact and made
patrolling difficult if not altogether impossible.  A quiet
December closed out the year in the 101st Airborne
Division’s AO.  The enemy was out there — waiting.  He had
been hurt time after time by the aggressive tactics of the
Screaming Eagles, but if the NVA was anything, he was
persistent.  With the winding down of the US direct action
involvement in Vietnam, the enemy seemed satisfied to sit
back and bide his time.  By the end of 1970, he knew for
certain the Americans were on their way out.  Time was on
his side.
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In the Air
Stories, history and tactics of the aviation units.

This story was posted on Vietnam Helicopter Flight Crew
net.

Flight it has been a couple of years since I last posted this.
The date is 10/30/1968

This scene starts at a little place called LZ Sharon. A few
miles form the DMZ.

It was o dark thirty (0400hrs) when the CG runner came
around with his flash light telling us we’ve got a flight in one
hour. It seemed like I had just climbed in the sack 5 or 6
hours ago. Let’s see, we sat outside the tent drinking beer
until about 2200 hrs so I guess it was just 6 hours ago.

Off to the mess hall to a wonderful breakfast of hash
browns, Eggs over easy, White toast, a small stack of
pancakes. A nice fresh hot cup of coffee along with a glass of
freshly squeezed orange juice. As opposed to instant
scrambled eggs and powered milk with some kind of bread
that looked like some one had S&*^t on it.

 With a satisfied meal in our stomachs we head back to the
tent area where we shave and prepare for a day of sight
seeing in the beautiful country side.

 My crew chief Al Lott and I head off to the flight line to
prepare Longhorn 039 for another day of flying.

Arriving at the top of the little knoll where 039 was parked.
As we walked down beside her toward the ramp area. I held
my hand out and ran it all the way down the side. This was
something that I always did. I don’t know why it just felt
good to feel her. Sort of like giving a dog a belly rub. It
makes both of you feel good.

When we got to the rear I reached in and hit the ramp lever
and lowered the ramp to allow us access to the inside.   Up
until the time Al and I had been talking about “stuff”
everything and nothing but know it was time to go to work. I
didn’t have to tell him what to do. Our flight helmets were
where we had left them. Mine in the back his next to the
door. He heads back outside and start untying the blades and
checking the fuel cells. I head upstairs and pull the engine
intake and exhaust covers. I start checking the rear
transmissions and blades. Al makes it up front and starts on
the front blades and forward transmission. Although we had
just done this last night at about 1700 hrs we were doing it
again this morning. I finished the rear area and head down
to start the APU. Al is now working on the checking the
drive shafts and flight control rods.

AS I walk back inside I walk past the accumulator and look at
the PSI. Right at 2300. 039 has a great APU and she starts
real easy. So I’m not going to pump the pressure up. I grab

my helmet as I head up into the cockpit area. Getting settled
in I reach up flick on the battery switch and all of the lights
come on. I then move the Apu switch to on and press the
start button. The little turbine engine fires right up and all of
the generators and hydraulic pumps all come on line. The
blades bounce a little as I run the flight controls through the
ranges. All feels well. I then check the radio for the setting
and its still set to Sharon control. I listen for a minute and
hear no radio traffic although I see other lights flashing and
crews running through their preflights. I pull in the cyclic
control radio switch and call Sharon. Sharon control
Longhorn 039 over. The response is quick. Longhorn 039
Sharon Control go ahead. Sharon Control Longhorn 039 for
a como check over. Longhorn 039 we have you 5 by 5 over.
Sharon control thank you Longhorn 039 out. As I start to
turn off the APU I hear another bird starting to call Sharon
control. My baby’s ready to go so I reach up and turn the
APU to off. Then turn the Battery switch back to off. As I
climb out of the cockpit the door gunner arrives with the
60’s. Al has the flight log book and is signing off on the daily
inspections.

Just as the gunner is finishing installing the 60’s the Pilots
arrive in the limo from operations. The pilots for the day are
Mr. Komich and Mr. Zimmers both W2’s. I cannot remember
the door gunner’s name.

Al takes one of them upstairs and I take the other one
around the outside and go over the log book. I don’t know
what they would find that we would not but that was the
custom. Would I have looked at the flight controls and rotors
if I was a pilot? I’m sure I would have. It never bothered me
to have them look just don’t touch nothing.   We did have a
couple of pilots I think that wouldn’t have noticed if we had a
blade missing. Of course we had a FE or two that way also.
So it worked out.

With everything looked over its time to crank. The pilots
settle into the cockpit and Al goes out front. I plug in to the
rear jack and wait for the power to come on. The battery
switch is flipped on and the pilot’s voice comes over the
intercom. Ready on the “P” Scotty. I reply, ready on the “P”
Sir. The start button is depressed and the APU fires to life.
As the hydraulic pumps and generators come on line the
blades start their little dance. I can see the pilots running the
controls through the motions and then the words come over
the intercom once more. Ready on one? Ready on one Sir.
One to ground chief. I can see Al out front as he watch’s
blades and the front of the Engine. With that reply I hear the
start motor kick in. The number one Turbine engine which
has been laying in silence starts to come to life. She slowly
starts the spinning and the low moan becomes more
pronounced. The once dormant blades are now starting to
spin. Ever so slow. As the engine starts to come to life they
start spinning faster and then the magic time hits and the
flames lick out the back of the exhaust a bright blue and
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orange. I can tell that the start fuel has been turned off and
only a second the flame will disappear deep inside the
engine, as the number one engine fires up.

With the number one engine started, we Move to the other
side and begin the process over. Ready on two? Ready on
two sir.

Two to ground, comes the reply. I can see Al has moved to
the right side of the A/C and watch’s from the front. The
blades have picked up a little speed now, But they are still in
this slow motion mode.

I hear the low whine and see the blades in the back of the
turbine engine start to turn. As they pick up speed the flame
starts to lick out the back and I can tell that she is about to
come to life also. With a mighty roar the flames lick out the
back so as not to be out done by the other engine. But just as
quickly they are sucked into the inside and the orange and
blue flame is once more deep inside. The blades now have a
rhythm to them and are calling out to go faster.

The intercom comes to life again. This time not with a
question, but a statement. One and two to flight. I do not
respond as none is needed. The low moan/whine of the
turbines now starts to increase. The blades no longer are
spinning slowly but have sprung to life and are beating out a
smooth rhythm.

Al has left the front and headed for the door. He ducks under
the door gun and turns and pulls the lower portion up and
locks it in place. I take a final look at the engines and head
up the ramp.

With a slight flip of the lever the ramp starts to rise and
closes. I look at my door gunner and crew chief and see that
they are ready to go and as I move to the rear window I
press the intercom button and say. Ramps up  ready in the
rear sir. With that done I hear the APU come off line and go
silent.

As I moved into position I have heard the final increase in
the blades as the engines are “beeped” up to speed. I can see
Al lean over and look inside the cockpit checking the
gauges. All must be well as he says nothing.

As I look out the window I see other Hooks that have come
to life or are coming to life. I have flipped on the other radios
so I now hear all of the radio traffic.

Sleepy little LZ Sharon has come to life. Sharon control is
busy giving out coordinates, wind and altimeter settings
along with any arty firing. Soon there is a break in the radio
traffic and I hear. Sharon control, Longhorn 039 for a South
departure. The reply is quick. Longhorn 039 you are cleared
for a South departure. Did you copy the arty and other

instructions? 10-4 Sharon, Longhorn 039 will be departing to
the South.

The gunner has heard that we are cleared for takeoff and
reply’s. Clear left sir. Al comes on, Clear right sir. With that I
can feel us getting lite. As we pick up off the ground there’s
just a little side to side slip. Just enough for you to feel that
she is airborne.               

Now it starts. Straight up slowly 75 maybe a 100 feet. A
peddle turn starts as we have been pointed in a North
direction. As soon as we are turned, the nose drops and she
picks up speed. Out over the guard bunker and the twin 40’s
which sometime sit there. Out over the concertina wire.
Picking up air speed and altitude.

Out past the perimeter we turn slightly and head for our first
mission.

1st on the list is a CA. Pick up fresh troops from Camp Evans
or somewhere. The radios freqs have been changed.
Information exchanged and we’re inbound. As we head to
pick up the troops all seems well with 039.

The morning goes by smoothly, we have refueled a couple of
times and we are now into the resupply thing.

We are now bringing in arty from some fire base to Quang
tri for the move South. We have been doing this for the past
couple of hours.

This one is no different from the last. We call into the
firebase. LZ Peanuts Longhorn 039 inbound your location for
a pick up. Both  question and a statement. The reply of
course is the standard. 10-4 Longhorn your pick up is bla,
bla, bla, arty is, wind is etc etc. Once more hearing that its
now time to go to work.

As I walk over to turn off the radio’s I hear the familiar 039
on short final for bla bla bla. I switch off the radios and walk
to the hole. Laying down I can now see our target. Its a 155
and the trooper holding the “D” ring is ready. He must have
done this before as he just holds it high over his head.

Makes my job easy. I now start talking to the pilots. I have
the load in sight. bring it forward and down. Forward 30 feet
and down 10 feet forward 20 feet and down 5 feet your
drifting left sir bring it right 5 feet and down and forward.
Never stopping to let the pilots say anything. Just talking to
them its me and them. Then we have it. We have treaded the
needle. Bring it up sir. Bring it up sir, bring it up 5 feet sir,
easy sir. I can feel the strain as the load slowly comes off the
ground. Loads off the ground sir.

Once more the nose dips a little and we off. As we clear the
fence line picking up speed and altitude. I can now relax a
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minute or two. I get up off the floor and sit on a troop seat
still watching the load but from the seat in stead of laying
over the hole. I have turned the radios back on so I hear all
of the traffic.

Soon its the call. Quang Tri control Longhorn 039. Its time to
go back to work. I turn the radios off and lay back over the
hole. I watch as the ground moves under me. I see the road
beside the airport so I start in.

I have noticed all morning the ARVNs around the airport but
this is normal. Everything is as it should be.

Just as we cross the road onto the airport and turn North I
hear the plink. Two of them. But I’m busy There is no time
for plinks, and this is not the place for them. Then comes the
message. Chief we’ve got a fire light in the number one
engine.

I don’t have time for shit like that. I’ve got a job to do. But it
doesn’t matter.

We’re carrying an outside load flying low and slow. You my
friend are dead. Plane and simple, you are not going to
recover from this. You have a major engine failure and you
are dead.

However! never say die. I reach down and pull the D ring.
The results are instant. The 155 falls away and the hook flips
back just like they said it would do in school. Make sure
your hand is out of the way because it will hurt if it hits you.
All in one motion. Pull the ring and get your hand out of the
way. It was close. I saw and felt the swiftness of the power of
the hook. Close but it missed.

But we’re not done yet. Your still falling like a rock, and you
my friend are laying in the middle of an airplane about to
crash and crash hard.

At this point in time I know that I have sold the farm. There
is no question the farm has been sold and you are not going
to get the rewards.

We haven’t hit yet so I jump up and get in a troop seat.
Grabbing a seat belt I pull it and start to buckle it together. I
watch as the ends are just a mere split second from clicking
together.

But I’m not fast enough. My mind as decided though that I
will be allright as I’m 6 foot 2 and all of 180 pounds I can
hang on to the ends of this seat belt and I’ll be OK. I can ride
this out.

Like the gook said never happen GI. The rear wheels hit and
then the front wheels hit. When the rear wheels hit I could
feel myself start to move. When the front wheels hit. Time

came to a slow down.

Out of the corner of my eye I watched as one of the front
blades hit and entered the cabin area. Just above and back
from my head. As it entered the cabin with it came the
flames. No longer the pretty orange and blue flames. But
ugly Red flames. I could see the tip cap of the blade. If there
had been a serial number on the tip cap I could have read it
to you.

That was all it wrote. Next thing I recall is I’m laying in the
area next to the flight control closet. I have no idea which
way is up. Nor do I have any idea of anything. I look up and
there is Al reaching down and picking me up. Now I know
what is going on but my body is slow to respond and Al is
there to take charge. I don’t recall if I got up or Al made me
crawl to the door. But that is how we got out. Did I fall jump
or was I pushed out the door? Probably  pushed.

Suddenly, I have regained my senses; I look out and see a
Huey going in to pick us up. The pilots are there and my
door gunner is there. They climb on board and Al and I
climb on board.

039 is totally engulfed in flames and rounds are cooking off.
We are dropped off at the entrance to Quang Tri airport and
a call is made to LZ Sharon.

Shortly a Hook is there to pick us up.

Later that afternoon. Operations comes and asks me for the
flight log book. Are you shitting me. You want the flight log
book? We crashed in flames and you want I should have
gotten the flight log book.

No problem. I go to operations and look at yesterdays log
book. Recreate the entry’s, Have Al sign off on the Daily and
take it to the pilots to sign off on.

Here is the last entry in the flight log book for 039.

Aircraft crashed and burned in rice paddy. Signed by W2
Komich. Under that write up is this one. Aircraft took two
hits in the number one engine. Signed W. Scott.

I have to this day that record. The official last entry of
Longhorn 039.

PS I did Red X the aircraft for the last entry.

Bill Scott
B Co 228th Avn Bn
1st Air Cav 67 - 69
FE Longhorn 039
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Gary Bowman  sent this memorbilial from his Fort Rucker days.
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Reunions and Events
The what, where, when and who.

Hotel reservations for the 101st Airborne Division
Association’s 2004 Reunion MUST be made directly to the
Holiday Inn Hampton Hotel & Conference Center.
Deadline for reservations is 30 June 2004. Room
cancellations must be made directly to the hotel 48
hours prior to your arrival date.
*****You may call the Hotel Directly to make reservations.
Phone numbers are: (757)-838-0200 or toll-free at 800-842-
9370 ***************

HOLIDAY INN HAMPTON HOTEL & CONFERENCE
CENTER
CONVENTION RESERVATIONS
1815 WEST MERCURY BLVD.
HAMPTON, VA 23666
Please direct any questions regarding room reservations to
Convention Reservations at 757-838-0200 or toll-free at 800-
842-9370.

****YOU MUST MENTION THAT YOU ARE WITH THE
101ST AIRBORNE DIVISION ASSOCIATION****

The 59th Annual Reunion of the 101st
Airborne Division Assn.
will be held in Hampton, Virginia. The William E. Lee Chapter has
been busy making arrangements, make plans now for you and
your family/unit to attend.

Early registration fee on or before June 30, 2004 is $89.00
per person (includes 2 dinners and Hospitality Room) Late
registration fee, after June 30, 2004 is $95.00 per person
(includes 2 dinners and Hospitality Room )

You may purchase tickets for specific events in lieu of the
full registration fee if desired:
1. 101st Association Memorial Dinner, Friday August 6, 2004
     $35.00
2. 101st Association Awards Dinner, Saturday August 7, 2004
    $35.00
3. Hospitality Room Only $30.00
4. Saturday only (Hospitality and Dinner) $50.00
5. 101st Association Golf Scramble (includes cart fees) $65.00
6. All Aviation Luncheon, Thursday August 5, 2004
7. Ladies Lunch, Saturday August 7, 2004 $30.00
8. Tours- Must Pre- Register – See Tour Schedule and Form
9. Donation to the Reunion
10. REUNION “T” SHIRTS: (With Registration: $10. $12 at
the Reunion) $______
SM_____MED______LG________XL______XXL_______XXXL______

TOUR PROGRAM – 101st AIRBORNE DIVISION REUNION
- HAMPTON, VIRGINIA, AUGUST 5 – 7, 2004
Presented By Phillips Tours

THURSDAY, AUGUST 5
TOUR A – NORFOLK NAVAL BASE, MACARTHUR
MEMORIAL, NAUTICUS, BATTLESHIP WISCONSIN &
WATERSIDE - 8:30 AM – 4:30 PM
Visit the Norfolk Naval Base - largest naval installation in the
world. Ride past the piers, through the Naval Air Station and
past the beautiful homes on “Admiral’s Row”. Drive through
historic downtown Norfolk and stop at the Macarthur
Memorial, final resting place of five star General Douglas
MacArthur. Visit, Nauticus, The National Maritime Center –
Norfolk’s premier attraction - which features a series of
interactive exhibits and shows pertaining to the seas and our
maritime heritage. Tour the Battleship Wisconsin, one of the
famous Iowa-class ships. Enjoy lunch on your own at
Waterside, Norfolk’s waterfront festival marketplace
featuring numerous restaurants and shops.
Package Price: $39.00 per person, inclusive

TOUR B– FORT MONROE - CASEMATE MUSEUM
&VIRGINIA AIR AND SPACE CENTER, 12:30 PM – 5:00 PM
Visit historic Fort Monroe and tour the Casemate Museum
housed within the thick walls of America’s largest stone fort.
Next, visit the Virginia Air and Space Center, official visitor
center for NASA Langley. Enjoy an exciting movie in the
IMAX Theater. See how man traveled form the sea to the
stars by viewing interactive exhibits, suspended aircraft, the
space gallery and the Adventures in Flight gallery.
Package Price: $36.00 per person, inclusive

FRIDAY, AUGUST 6
TOUR C –COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG OVERVIEW &
YORKTOWN VISITORS CENTER, 8:30 AM – 4:30 PM
Board the motor coach with your tour guide for the
charming town of Williamsburg. Step back into the 18th

century while strolling through the streets of Colonial
Williamsburg. Enjoy a leisurely walking through the
restored area of this lovely colonial capital city. You will have
free time to shop and browse in many unique and specialty
shops in Merchants Square and to enjoy lunch (on own) in
one of the colonial Taverns or in Merchants Square. Next,
ride along the scenic Colonial Parkway to the quaint village
of Yorktown. Here you will visit the National Park Service
Visitors Center to view exhibits relating to the Battle of
Yorktown.
Package Price: $36.00 per person, inclusive
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TOUR D –MISS HAMPTON II HARBOR CRUISE AND
FREE TIME ON THE DOWNTOWN HAMPTON
WATERFRONT, 9:15 AM – 3:00 PM
Board the motor coach with your tour guide and take a three
hour Narrated cruise of the Hampton Roads Harbor. A
highlight of the cruise is a stop at Fort Wool, an island
fortress that dates to 1819. Following your cruise, enjoy time
on your own in the restored waterfront area of downtown
Hampton. Enjoy a ride on the antique carousel, shopping and
lunch (on own) in one of the area restaurants.
Package Price: $36.00 per person, inclusive. PLEASE NOTE
THAT THIIS TOUR IS LIMITED TO FIRST 120 PEOPLE.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7
TOUR E - MARINER’S MUSEUM, 1:00 PM – 5:00 PM –
Board the motor coach with your tour guide to visit the
Mariner’s Museum in Newport News. View the renowned
and diverse collection of maritime artifacts including
figureheads, scrimshaw, handcrafted ship models and
painting with a nautical theme. View the historic steam
engine form the USS Monitor, which was involved in the
famous Civil War conflict with the Merrimac here in
Hampton Roads. Browse the Museum Gift Shop.
Package Price: $32.00 per person, inclusive.
TOUR F – MISS HAMPTON II HARBOR CRUISE 1:15 PM –
5:30 PM –– See harbor cruise description above in Tour D.
Package Price: $36.00 per person. PLEASE NOTE THAT
THIS TOUR IS LIMITED TO FIRST 120 PEOPLE.

******* IMPORTANT INFORMATION ****** PLEASE
READ CAREFULLY****** SAVE FOR FUTURE
REFERENCE ****
· Package price includes motor coach transportation, tour
guide service, admissions as listed and taxes. Gratuities for
guide and driver not included.
· NO PHONE ORDERS OR CREDIT CARDS WILL BE
ACCEPTED.

· No refunds after July 15, 2004, unless the tour is cancelled
due to lack of participants. A minimum of thirty-five people
is required for each tour. Refund requests made prior to July
15th must be submitted in writing, accompanied by a self-
addressed stamped envelope. A processing fee of $3.00 per
person per tour will be assessed to any refunds.

· Last minute participants will be accommodated on a space
available basis only, and ticket prices on site will be an
additional $3.00 per person.

· A tour representative will be available at the hotel one hour
prior to each tour departure. All tours will depart from the
Holiday Inn Hampton front entrance.

· Tour tickets will be held in your name at the 101st Airborne
Division Desk and they must be presented to a Phillips
Tours guide upon boarding the coach.
· All itineraries are subject to change. Every attempt will be
made to include all sites mentioned within this itinerary.

· All passengers visiting any military installation MUST have
a picture ID card. (Driver’s license, military ID, passport)
To reserve your spot, please send full payment by check or
money order no later than July 15th to:

Phillips Tours, Inc. 6132 Sylvan Street, Norfolk, VA 23508
Questions? Contact us at info@phillipstours.com or call
(757) 440-0202.
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VHPA™ 21ST NATIONAL REUNION

Dallas, TX
July 1-5 2004
Adams Mark Hotel
400 North Olive Street, Dallas, TX 75201
VHPA Price: $93 per night

Association Tour Options

Thursday, July 1, 2004
Tour 1: Mystery! Spotlight on the Kennedy

                             Assassination (9:30 AM - 12:30 PM)
Tour 2: Divine Grapevine and Wine Tasting

                            (12:00 PM - 5:00 PM)

Saturday, July 3, 2004
Tour 3: American Airlines C.R. Smith Aviation

                            Museum (9:00 AM - 1:00 PM)
Tour 4: Dallas Dazzles: A City Tour

                            (1:00 PM - 5:00 PM)
Tour 5: Mystery! Spotlight on the Kennedy

                             Assassination (1:30 PM - 4:30 PM)

Sunday, July 4, 2004

Tour 6: Southfork and Beyond - The “Dallas”
                            Story (8:30 AM - 12:30 PM)

Tour 7: Fantastic Fort Worth - A City Tour
                            (9:00 AM - 3:00 PM)

Tour 8: Cavanaugh Flight Museum
                            (1:00 PM - 4:00 PM)

VIETNAM HELICOPTER CREW MEMBERS ASSOCIATION
2004 REUNION LZ Indianapolis, IN
JUNE 23 - 27, 2004

24 JUNE, THURSDAY
TOUR OF THE CITY & SIGHTSEEING ON YOUR OWN
NO CHARGE

DUTCH COVERT GOLF CLASSIC NUMBER
ATTENDING_____ X $40.00 pp=$_______ Tee times to be
determined.

1800 Hrs Wine tasting & HOR D’OEUVRES
COMPLIMENTS OF INDIANAPOLIS CONVENTION &
VISITORS BUREAU & EASLEY WINERY

25 JUNE, FRIDAY
TOUR OF THE INDIANAPOLIS MOTOR SPEEDWAY
MUSEUM AND WAR MEMORIALS

1750 HOURS - PIZZA PARTY & BEER TASTING
1950 HOURS - SHOWING OF “IN THE SHADOW OF THE
BLADE” DOCUMENTARY

 26 JUNE, SATURDAY
Ladies Luncheon (NOON)
1800(Hours)Dinner Dance  (ALL ARE INVITED TO THE
DINNER—RAFFLE DRAWING DURING DANCE)

If you have any questions, please contact Charlie Rains at
901-754-1022.
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I have had emails with Katie Fuller from the FRG (MDL
Family Readiness Group) and from Captain Bryan Chivers
(Lancer 6) concerning the events of May 14 and 15.  While
the final details are still not completely set, we do know
there will be a dinner on May 14 and a golf outing and dinner
(or get together) on the 15th.  There may be other events
during the golf outing for those who don’t play and there
may also be other events on Sunday the 16th.

However, our group of approximately 10 can fill up any time
not scheduled with the MDL with a little mini-reunion of our
own. Those who are currently scheduled to attend include
Andy and Janet Archer, Walt Fuller, Dave Mussey, Steve
Plyman, Stephen Smith, Brian Weltch, Mark White, Gary
Whitty, and myself.  We are also hoping John Donaldson can
make the trip up.  Not to late to join the group even after you
receive this hard copy of the 1st Quarter Newsletter. Just
contact any Association Officer be email or phone if you
need any information.

Since our last prayer relative to the MDL was answered, I
think it is time for another one: an exit strategy from Iraq
that  does not require that Iraq become like Korea, i.e., a
permanent rotation for active duty military personnel every
2 or 3 years! Come join us at Ft. Campbell/Clarkesville to
celebrate the exceptional job our unit did during Operation
Iraqi Freedom.

Lanny - 13.

 MDL Homecoming May 14th, 15th and 16th

Come join us at
 Ft. Campbell/Clarkesville

to celebrate the exceptional
job our unit did during

Operation Iraqi Freedom.
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 MDL Homecoming May 14th, 15th and 16th

From I-24: Exit 4, US Hwy 79 off of Holiday Road
From Clarksville: US 79 North off Holiday Road.

Hampton Inn Clarksville
190 Holiday Road

Clarksville, Tennessee 37040
1-931-552-2255
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Signing In

Steve Brownell- Lancer 10

Born in Coronado, CA, in May 1946. I spent much of my
youth wandering the beaches looking for good surfing spots.
About the end of my second year of college I found myself
looking for some excitement. I had always been fascinated
with flying and entered the Warrant Officer Candidate
Program in early 1968. A leisurely summer at Fort Polk was
followed by a relaxing tour of duty at Fort Wolters, TX. The
fun really started with the actual flying. Advanced Training
was conducted at Hunter Army Airfield in Savannah,
Georgia. After graduation I was surprised by a duty
assignment at Fort Carson, Colorado instead of the ever-
popular direct flight to Viet Nam.

Fort Carson was good duty. We were foñning a brand new
aviation unit, The Lancers, to include shiny new UH1-H
helicopters. As I recall, we got to go to the Bell factory and
pickup these new aircraft and fly them to Colorado. On one
of these adventures we experienced a hydraulic failure in a
very flat, open area called Kansas, (luckily). A little creative
Crew Chief work followed by a transfusion of hydraulic fluid
and we were on our way.

The flying was great fun in Colorado, and the off duty life as
a bachelor living at the base of Pikes Peak was also quite
good. I remember going out in the field as a unit to get ready
for actual flying in Viet Nam. We had all of our tropical
clothing and slept in tents. The only glaring difference was
the substantial snowstorm that grounded us in the field.
Thank heavens for the Herman-Nelson heater. (I think that
was the name). The good life had to end sometime, so just
when we all thought we were the greatest aviators in the
entire world some higher authority determined that we
should all go to a warmer climate, something like Southeast
Asia. Come to think of it almost everyone was a higher
authority than a WO- 1.

A very short leave in San Diego was followed by a long flight
to Viet Nam. The arrival at Camp Evans, as I recall, included
a ceremony officially welcoming the 158 Aviation Battalion.
The festivities were marred by a brief rocket attack. That
was where I learned the importance of hiding in any ditch,
hole, or other low geographic feature. Our living quarters
were newly constructed, and over time made quite
comfortable. The only drawback to having the last building
at the top of the hill became apparent the first night. Falling
into a sound, and possibly alcohol enhanced sleep, I was
jarred awake by the loudest noise I had ever experienced.
The friendly six-gun 105mm artillery unit next door. Their
main goal in life was to wait until I had fallen asleep and then
concoct a devious fire mission designed to fatally stop my
heart.

With all of the vast aeronautical knowledge we had at our
disposal when we first arrived in country, it seemed
absolutely amazing that we could stay alive through each
instance of, “I’ll never do that again.” Over time experience
prevailed, and I think we did quite a good job flying around 1
Corp. One year in a war was enough for me. I returned to
Hunter AAF, as an Instructor until my release from active
duty.

I returned to San Diego and finished my Bachelors Degree
while continuing to fly both helicopters and the new entry to
my logbook, “airplanes.” The early 1970’s were fairly lean
years in the civilian aviation business. Initially I had
numerous part-time flying jobs in both helicopters and
airplanes. With massive amounts of blind luck I gained
enough experience to get an airline job in 1976. A small
airline, Air California was growing rapidly, we flew the
Lockheed Electra, Boeing 737 and Douglas DC-9 aircraft. I
was an Instructor in 1987 when American Airlines purchased
our company. I was finally able to give up bachelorhood in
my mid-forties when with more blind luck, and much
whining, I married the most beautiful woman in the world. I
just retired after 27 truly enjoyable years. The time passed
way too fast. Seemingly overnight I went from a young co-
pilot to an “old guy.”

The helicopter was a lot of fun, but you just cannot beat a
salmon filet and caviar while watching a sunset at 41,000
feet. Over about 23,000 hours of flying, with many pilots,
none seemed better than the original Lancers who I was
honored to fly with in Viet Nam.
Steve Brownell
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Bill Walker Lancer 17

I thought that I had sent a bio, but I’m not sure (it must come
with age).

I was born and raised in Mississippi (1946). I grew up in
Byhalia, MS, a town of 700, which has still not reported any
population growth since 1860. Fortunately, I was in the top
13 of my class (There were only 13 of us, but I saw no
reason to point this out to my kids).

In my third year of college, I transferred from a semester
system to a quarter system, thereby losing some hours. This
meant that I would have to attend college for an additional
term. Uncle Sam saw this as more than the 4 year college
deferment, and selected me for the draft. Fortunately, I knew
that the draft notice had been put in the mail, and I joined up,
with the guarantee of getting a shot at flight school.
After basic, 255 hours of flight school, and 1255 hours flying
with the Lancers (18Feb70-19Feb71), I never flew again as a
pilot. I was fortunate in that I never received a Purple Heart.
Had Yellow ones been available, I am sure that I would have
qualified.

After getting out of the Army, I moved to Memphis, where,
after several months, I was hired by Carpenter Technology
Corporation, for whom I still work. I am a Special Accounts
Rep for this Specialty Metals Corporation. (If you have a hip
replacement, it is probably our metal.)

In 1972, I met Denise, whom I married in 1974. We had
three children while we lived in Memphis, and then moved
to Centerville, Ohio, a Dayton suburb, in 1983. Our three
children, Sara, Marisa, and Michael, are all graduates of
Ohio University, and are gainfully employed (knock on
wood). Denise teaches in a parochial school, and we are
planning a big party for our 30th Anniversary this July 6th,
the very reason we have never made it to a VHPA Reunion.
Life has been wonderful. The only problems I have ever had,
I caused. Getting back in touch with all of the Lancers, and
one Redskin, has brought a tremendous amount of peace to
my life.

Bill
Lancer 17

VA News

Disabled Veterans Get Health Care
Priority from VA     January 2, 2004
Reprinted from the VA website

WASHINGTON – All veterans with service-connected
medical problems will receive priority access to health care
from the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) under a new
directive.

“Caring for veterans with service-connected medical
problems is a major reason VA exists,” said Secretary of
Veterans Affairs Anthony J. Principi.  “This directive should
ease the minds of veterans who no longer have to wait for
health care appointments.”

The new directive provides that all veterans requiring care
for a service-connected disability — regardless of the extent
of their injury — must be scheduled for a primary care
evaluation within 30 days of their request for care.  If a VA
facility is unable to schedule an appointment within 30 days,
it must arrange for care at another VA facility, at a contract
facility or through a sharing agreement.

The directive covers hospitalization and outpatient care.  It
does not apply to care for medical problems not related to a
service-connected disability.  However, veterans needing
emergency care will be treated immediately.

The new provision is an extension of rules that took effect in
October 2002 for severely disabled veterans.  Under the
earlier rule, priority access to health care went to veterans
with disabilities rated at 50 percent or more.  For the
severely disabled, the priority includes care for non-service-
connected medical problems.

The number of veterans using VA’s health care system has
risen dramatically in recent years, increasing from 2.9
million in 1995 to nearly 5 million in 2003.  Although VA
operates more than 1,300 sites of care, including 162
hospitals and more than 800 outpatient clinics, the increase
in veterans seeking care outstrips VA’s capacity to treat
them.

“VA provides the finest health care in the country, but if a
veteran cannot see a doctor in a timely manner, then we have
failed that veteran,” Principi said.
“I will work to honor our commitment to veterans,” he said.
“But when it comes to non-emergency health care, we must
give the priority to veterans with service-connected
disabilities.”
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